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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following description about best practices of the
Oracle database is correct? (Multiple choice)
A. under database OLTP business, if the logs write very
frequently, it is recommended that the online log file
appropriately adjust large, but it is recommended not to exceed
128MB.
B. OLAP business query output result is usually a statistical
value (using the group by and order by to get), so can set up a
large sga_targe value (in terms of relative OLTP).
C. In the Linux environment to configure the Oracle database,
it is recommended to use UDEV strategy to bind UUID and drive,
in order to avoid subsequent maintenance process changes
resulting database cannot be started.
D. Under the enviroment of Windows2008 or Windows2012 system,
in order to improve I/O efficiency, when create an MBR
partition, it is recommended to use diskpart command, set the
partition alignment.
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
The storage pool configuration on your server is:
You back up the /pool1/data file system, creating a snapshot
and copying that snapshot to tape (/dev/rmt/0). You perform a
full backup on Sunday night and Incremental backups on Monday
through Saturday night at 11:00 pm. Each incremental backup
will copy only the data that has been modified since the Sunday
backup was started.
On Thursday, at 10:00 am, you had a disk failure. You replaced
the disk drive (c4t0d0).
You created pool (pool1) on that disk.
Which option would you select to restore the data in the
/pool1/data file system?
A. Load the Sunday tape and restore the Sunday snapshot:zfs
recv pooll/data &lt;
/dev/rmt/0zfs rollback pool1/[email&#160;protected] the
Wednesday tape and restore the Wednesday snapshot:zfs recv -i
pooll/data &lt; /dev/rmt/0zfs rollback pool1/
[email&#160;protected]
B. Load the Sunday tape and enter:zfs recv pool1/data &lt;
/dev/rmt/0Load the Wednesday tape and enter:* commands missing*
C. zfs create pooll/dataLoad the Wednesday tape and enter:zfs
recv -F pool1/data &lt;
/dev/rmt/0
D. zfs create pool1/dataLoad the Monday tape and enter:zfs recv
pool1/data &lt;
/dev/rmt/0Load the Wednesday tape and enter:zfs recv -F
pool1/data &lt; /dev/rmt/0
Answer: B
Explanation:
First the full backup must be restored. This would be the
Sunday backup.
Then the last incremental backup must be restored. This would
be the Wednesday backup.
Before restoring the Wednesday incremental file system
snapshot, the most recent snapshot must first be rolled back.
By exclusion D) would be best answer even though it is
incomplete.
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Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following attack types BEST describes a
client-side attack that is used to mandate an HTML iframe with
JavaScript code via web browser?
A. xss
B. Buffet overflow
C. SQLi
D. MITM
Answer: A
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